The ORANGE TIGER drive board

Antibacterial
and powerful

The Gutmann ORANGE TIGER drive board

The Gutmann added value for your machines
Offer optimal benefit to your customers:

In the cleaning sector, preventing the formation
of germs and bacteria is an essential factor.
For all hygiene areas
The new ORANGE TIGER for hygiene-sensitive
areas reduces the risk of contamination. The
transfer of bacteria and germs from the drive
board to the pads and on to the floor is virtually
eliminated.
Outstanding efficiency of over 99.9%
The components of the ORANGE TIGER have
been tested in the laboratory and offer a strong
defence against bacteria and germs with an
effectiveness of over 99.9%. The patented laser
welding of the drive board body and hook plate
fuses both parts together absolutely seamlessly

and leaves no room for even the smallest dirt
particles.
Strong and sensitive at the same time

100% recyclable

The new antibacterial plastic formula is also
resistant to chemicals and has an almost
unlimited shelf life. The innovative geometry
of the “double-toothed barbs” ensures a high
degree of robustness while at the same time
providing optimum protection for the cleaning
pads.

Antibacterial
over 99.9% effective

Highly resistant to
chemicals
Strong against bacteria and germs.
All components are equipped with
antibacterial function.

Intelligent technology
for firm hold and gentle
release

laser-welded components

– high-strength and sealed unit
– no adhesives

The best performance for
your machine

Flexible structures for an
economical production

Fast and reliable response
times

We give support with our competence and experience and
we support you in developing
suitable components for your
new cleaning concept.

We adapt our products perfectly to your machine with
excellent properties for your
competitive advantage.

A flexible manufacturing
structure allows us the efficient
and economical production
of prototypes, small, medium
and large series.

Our lean organization as well
as a close relationship to our
customers allows us to react
quickly to new situations.
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Your innovations are our
challenge

